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Can you help?
Trawden Forest Parish Council is responsible for an
increasing number of Services. These include bus
shelters, roadside seating, 2 garage sites in the parish,
playground on Lanehouse Lane, Christmas Decorations,
footpaths; supports Trawden in Bloom and supplies
allotments. As from April 2017, it is likely that we will
also have responsibility for the Recreation Ground and
Ball Grove.
Up until now we have had no legal say over planning in
the village but we have recently announced our
intention to create a Neighbourhood Plan for the Parish,
which will resolve this. It will have real force in
determining planning applications.
The Parish Council has formed a Steering Group to
develop the Plan. We already have offers of assistance
from 10 members of the community, and work on
developing the Plan will commence in the near future.

Do you feel that you could contribute?

What is a Neighbourhood Plan?

How will this be achieved?

A neighbourhood plan will allow Trawden Forest to establish
general planning policies for the development and use of land
in the Parish. It will be able to say, for example, where new
homes and other buildings should be built, and what they
should look like.

The Parish Council has already applied to Pendle Borough Council for
the Parish to be designated as an area for a Neighbourhood Plan. That
has been approved and development of the Plan can go ahead.

A plan may also include ideas and policies for safeguarding the
character of the Parish, and for protecting and improving its
heritage assets and local amenities. It could include policies to
encourage tourism, and support the Parish’s conservation areas and parks such as Ball Grove and Wycoller. It can cover all
or just a few of these ideas, and others not mentioned here.
The neighbourhood plan sets a vision for the future for
Trawden, Cotton Tree, Winewall and Wycoller. It can be detailed, or generic, depending on what local people want.
A Neighbourhood Plan will help Trawden to get back control
of its own future. Please see our website for further
information : www.trawdenparishcouncil.org.uk

The attached Questionnaire gives you an opportunity to let us know
which objectives are most important to you. Based on your responses,
the Steering Group will set appropriate Objectives, and then develop
Policies to meet these Objectives. It will consult further with the wider
community during this process.
When the Neighbourhood Plan has been drafted it will be submitted
for independent examination, compliance and for approval by the Local Authority. When any necessary changes have been made, the draft
will be subject to a community referendum. If approved by a majority
of voters, the Neighbourhood Plan will be brought into legal force.
This process will involve a significant amount of effort, and may take
up to two years to complete. The Steering Group will meet regularly
(monthly) to monitor progress and make decisions about the plan.

If you would like to join the TFNP Steering Group, or if you
simply wish to make suggestions about what the Plan
should include, then please complete the attached questionnaire, or contact the Parish Council:
Email: tfneighbourhoodplan@trawdenparishcouncil.org.uk
or
Telephone: Adele Waddington – Parish Clerk (07496 041676)

